Technical Advisory Panel Meeting

February 11, 2021
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Agenda

• Welcome & New Member Introductions – Elena & Dan
• Accountability Updates– Marie Huchton/Lisa Medler
• PWR Calculations– Amanda Callinan/Josh Perdue
• Future Items, Public Comments & Closing – Elena & Dan
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Welcome & Introductions

• Welcome!
• The purpose of the TAP is to provide non‐binding technical
recommendations to CDE regarding the Colorado Growth Model, state
accountability, and other topics as needed.

• TAP Members Roll Call & Introductions
• Meeting Logistics:
• Non‐members please add your Name/Affiliation to the chat box.
• Everyone please mute your sound.
• We ask all non‐TAP members to hold any comments until the end of the
meeting. We do this to ensure we have sufficient time to address all
meeting agenda items.
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Accountability Updates
Marie Huchton & Lisa Medler

New Postsecondary & Workforce Readiness
Sub‐Indicators:
Calculations & Denominator
Amanda Callinan & Josh Perdue

Overview of Current PWR Indicator
• The PWR indicator is included within the high school and district performance
frameworks. This indicator contributes 30% of the points that comprise the overall
score. Currently, the PWR indicator consists of five sub‐indicators.

PWR Indicator: Points by Sub Indicator & Level
High Schools/District
SAT EBRW (8 points): Mean Scale Score
[All Students (4) & Disaggregated (1 each)]
SAT Math (8 points): Mean Scale Score
[All Students (4) & Disaggregated (1 each)]
Graduation (16 points): Rate
[All Students (8) & Disaggregated (2 each)]
Dropout (16 points): Rate
[All Students (8) & Disaggregated (2 each)]
Matriculation (4 points): Rate
[All Students]

Two New PWR Sub‐Indicators

Implementation of two new PWR sub‐indicators
• HB18‐1019
• Successful completion of AP, IB, and/or Concurrent Enrollment for non‐ELA and
non‐Math courses.
• AP examination score of 3 or higher
• IB examination score of 4 or higher
• CE course grade of B or higher

• SB17‐272
• Higher achievement levels in ELA and Math, as defined by the State Board, on
certain graduation guidelines measures (Accuplacer, ACT, ACT Work Keys, AP,
ASVAB, Concurrent Enrollment, IB, SAT).

Colorado Revised Statues, 22‐11‐204, Performance Indicators

(V) Beginning in the 2020‐21 school year, the percentage of students enrolled in the
public high school who demonstrate college and career readiness, based on the
demonstration options available to the students enrolled in the public high school, at the
higher achievement level adopted by the state board that indicates a student is prepared,
without needing remediation, to enroll in general education core courses;
(VI) Beginning in the 2020‐21 school year, the percentage of students enrolled in the
public high school who successfully complete an advanced placement course in a subject
other than English language arts or math and earn a score of three or higher on the end‐
of‐course advanced placement exam, the percentage of students who successfully
complete a concurrent enrollment course in a subject other than English language arts or
math and earn a grade of "B" or higher in the course, and the percentage of students
who successfully complete an international baccalaureate course in a subject other than
English language arts or math and earn a score of four or higher.

Data Sources, HB18‐1019
For the non‐ELA, non‐Math measure, we would obtain examination
scores directly from each respective vendor.
Relevant Subject Categories and Number of Courses
Advanced Placement

International Baccalaureate

The Arts (3)

The Arts (5)

History and Social Sciences (9)

Individuals and Societies (10)

Sciences (7)

Sciences (6)

World Language and Cultures (8) Language Acquisition (7)

Continuing to research our options for concurrent enrollment
completion data.

Data Sources, SB17‐272
For the ELA and Math higher achievement measure, we would obtain
examination scores from the Graduation Guidelines data collection:

Data Sources, SB17‐272
Three Graduation Guidelines options are not included as options for the higher
achievement measure:
1) District Capstones
2) Collaboratively developed, standards‐based performance assessments
3) Industry Certificates
Graduation Guidelines Timeline
•

The Graduation Guidelines policy will be fully implemented across the state
beginning with the Class of 2022.
• The first complete Graduation Guidelines dataset will be available in
January 2023.

Proposed Calculation

We propose the calculation method would be the same for both sub‐indicators:

 Graduation Guidelines reporting is required for graduates
 Consistency in the denominator between the two sub‐indicators
 Counting at graduation allows for a complete dataset across the state
o About 85% of IB examinations are taken in the final year of high school
o About 65% of AP examinations are taken in the final two years of high school

 A graduate is counted in the numerator if they met the requirement at any
time during grades 9‐12.

Alternative Approach
Count each year’s grade 9‐12 enrollment as the base and any student in grades 9‐12
who met at least one measure during the school year in the numerator. Enrollment
could be defined as from October Count until the end of the school year.

The primary downside to this approach is incomplete data:
• Graduation guidelines reporting is required for graduates but optional in the years
leading to a student’s graduating year.
• Most IB examinations are not offered until the final year of high school.
• AP course offerings and policies vary across districts, and some districts may not
offer AP classes until the final two years of high school.

Requested Feedback

Please share your thoughts on the proposed calculation for
these two new sub‐indicators.

Update on Military Enlistment Student Flag
The Military Enlistment data element was added to the
demographic file in Data Pipeline and will be reported in the
End of Year data collection for the Class of 2021.
Military Enlisted – Student who has or will enlist in the military.
• This includes all branches of the military and full‐time National Guard duty.
• Students only need to be identified if 17 years of age or older. Students may
possibly be identified more than once.

Once data are available, military enlistment will be added as a
successful post‐secondary outcome to the matriculation rate
calculation.

Technical Advisory Panel

• Meeting Summary:
•
•

Suggested future analysis
TAP recommendations from this meeting

• Public Comment
• Close Meeting
•

Next Scheduled Meeting, Thursday, April 22nd, 1‐4.

